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The 2018’s annual event of ENACTUS ARYABHATTA , the ENACTUS DAY 3.0 was a great success in terms 
of the elegance , magnificence and the experience which it promised to offer to the teams that became 
a part of it. The countless priceless smiles that we were able to bring on the faces of the team members 
and others motivated us to strive further towards organizing a far better event in the coming years. 
 
The event began with the FIFA 19 and the LOCKDOWN events for the ENACTUS teams that involved 
putting their best foot forward and using their minds to crack the ultimate mystery to break free. 
These events were followed by the POP CULTURE QUIZ that involved the knowledge of the various T.V. 
and web series. These events were followed by RELAY RACE wherein the participants had to cross 
several obstacles and answer tricky riddles to win the ultimate race and hence find their ultimate path 
to glory by timing themselves lesser than the others. The winners were as follows. For RELAY RACE and 
POP CULTURE QUIZ it was MAITREYI. For LOCKDOWN it was DELHI TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY and 
for FIFA 19 it was RAMJAS. After having a fun – filled noon the teams suited up for THE BUSINESS PLAN 
COMPETITION , this event as stated by us as the main highlight of the ENACTUS DAY 3.0 was attended 
by TARUN JAIN and NEERAJ ARORA. The attending teams explained their projects , its impacts and its 
limitations. The teams present there didn’t look at each other as college students but as intellectuals 
who don’t only represent a college but a dream, a dream to improve the society , a dream to bring a 
change , a dream to help the unhelped. 
 
The winners for the thrilling business plan competition were TEAM ENACTUS RAMJAS. Meanwhile all 
these events were taking place for the ENACTUS teams, the non – ENACTUS attendants enjoyed 
through our amazing range of mini games , DIY and food stalls. The food stalls consisted of all the 
major cuisines and these cuisines were offered by well known cafeterias and lounges of Delhi. The 
main attraction of the food stalls was the stall of our very own VEGGITOS that were surprisingly 
finished within an hour and a half of it’s opening. The DIY stalls had the pinch of DIWALI in them as the 
items in the stall comprised of CD DIYAS , glowing orbs and mason jars. The mini games that we 
conducted were Uno game, Bollytamasha, Minute to win it , Electrikey , Jing jong , Lucky7. 
 
The ENACTUS CUP at the end was lifted by TEAM ENACTUS MAITREYI. With the end of the business plan 
competition the set of social entrepreneurs lighted the lanterns and set them free to rise high and thus 
represent our hopes to shine and become the faces of the changing society. 

 
 

        
 
 
 



 

                   
 
 

      
 
 

                     



  
                     
 
 

                        
                                  

 

 

                  

                     

                                                                                                                           

 

                                                                                                                          



                                

 

                           

 

 

  

 



                                


